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Abstract. This paper presents a preliminary version of a formal meth-
ods framework for model-based design and analysis of interactive cockpit
displays. The prototyping capabilities of the framework are described,
which include a library of interactive widgets. The visual appearance of
the widgets closely resembles that of interactive elements in real cockpit
displays. The functional logic of the widgets can be driven either by exe-
cutable formal specifications or software code. Simulation tools suitable
to support comparative analysis of simulation runs are also provided.
This work aims to facilitate the use of formal methods within multi-
disciplinary teams, where formal methods experts need to interact with
pilots, human factors specialists, and software engineers. An example
application is presented based on a cockpit system developed at NASA.

Keywords: Rapid prototyping · Animation of formal models · Cockpit
display library.

1 Introduction

Successful application of formal methods to the development of human-machine
interfaces requires a constructive dialogue between formal methods experts, soft-
ware engineers, human factors specialists, domain experts, and end users of the
system. To support this dialogue, formal-methods experts need to:
– Develop a correct understanding of requirements given in natural language;
– Validate formal specifications against the actual behavior of the real system;
– Present formal analysis results to non-experts of formal methods;
– Compare formal analysis results and empirical evaluations;
– Connect formal methods tools with classical software development tools.

Prototyping tools based on formal methods exist that can support one or more
of the activities listed above (see related work below). Most of these tools, how-
ever, are closed source or use proprietary verification technologies. This strongly
limits the ability of formal methods experts to adopt them because the pro-
totyping tool cannot be connected to a required verification technology. For
example, the formal methods team at NASA Langley Research Center routinely
uses the Prototype Verification System (PVS) [9] for modeling and analysis of
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air traffic management systems [2]. However, few prototyping tools can be eas-
ily connected to PVS, and none of them provides support for effortless creation
of realistic cockpit display simulations based on PVS specifications. This intro-
duces important delays in the workflow since formal specifications need to be
translated into a programming language supported by the prototyping tool. The
work presented in this paper aims to tackle these issues.

Contribution. A prototyping tool for model-based design and analysis of cock-
pit displays is presented. The contributions are:
– A library of interactive graphical display elements (hereafter called widgets)

for cockpit systems;
– Simulations tools supporting comparative analysis of cockpit displays;
– An example based on a detect and avoid system developed at NASA.

The framework, which includes approximately 1,500 lines of JavaScript code and
500 lines of HTML templates, is in the process of being released under NASA’s
Open Source Agreement.

Related Work. The functionalities of the widgets library developed in this
work are comparable to those provided in commercial prototyping tools such as
SCADE Displays [5]. The advantage of the framework developed in this work
is its open architecture, which allows other researchers to extend the library
and link it to their favorite verification technologies. SCR [4] is a toolset for
the analysis of software requirements. Prototyping functionalities are supported,
but prototypes need to be manually crafted. Other related work includes PV-
SioChecker [3], which allows comparative analysis of PVS specifications and soft-
ware code, and EOFM [1], which facilitates formal analysis of user tasks. While
these tools do not offer prototyping capabilities, they partially overlap the func-
tionalities of the simulation tools in the developed framework. Integration with
these tools is an interesting avenue that needs further exploration.

2 The library of widgets for cockpit displays

The developed library provides a core set of widgets commonly used in cockpit
displays. All widgets have been designed with the following design features:
– Logic-less design: widgets implement only event management and visual ren-

dering. The functional logic driving their behavior is entirely specified by an
external component, e.g., an executable formal specification or a software
implementation.

– Realistic look & feel: the visual appearance of widgets closely resembles that
of display elements used in real cockpit display systems. Widgets can be con-
figured to use different scales, ranges, and units, facilitating the simulation
of cockpits in different aircraft types.

– Tool-independent application programming interface (API): widgets are driven
through JSON data, allowing effortless use of diverse external components,
e.g., formal specifications or software implementations in possibly different
languages.

– Web-based front-end: widgets are implemented using HTML5 and JavaScript.
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Fig. 1: Prototype created using the widgets library: (1) Compass; (2) Interactive
Map; (3) Airspeed; (4) Virtual horizon; (5) Altitude; (6) Vertical speed widget.

An example display prototype created using the widget library is shown in Fig-
ure 1. The following is the list of widgets and their functionalities provided by
the library.

Compass widget. Presents the heading of the ownship with respect to the
magnetic north. The ownship is indicated using a chevron symbol at the center of
the compass. Two rendering modes are supported: standard, where the ownship
always points up and the compass rotates when the ownship changes heading;
north up, where the magnetic north always points up and the ownship rotates.

Interactive Map widget. Presents a geographic map and air traffic informa-
tion. The map is interactive and shows actual geographical data based on the
position of the ownship. Traffic information is indicated using chevron symbols.
The direction of the chevrons is based on the heading of the aircraft. Different
chevron symbols can be selected dynamically, e.g., to convey information about
traffic alerts. Chevron symbols recommended in [11] are provided as built-in
options. This widget builds on WorldWind [10], an open source virtual globe
simulator developed by NASA.

Airspeed/Altitude widgets. Presents the airspeed/altitude of the ownship
using tape displays. A tape display consists of a graduated linear string that
scrolls vertically when the display value changes and an indicator pointing at
the current value. A framed box placed next to the indicator embeds a digital
display showing the current value in numeric form. A small graduated linear
string is used for the least significant digit of the digital display.

Vertical speed widget. Presents the vertical speed of the ownship. A gradu-
ated string shows a range of possible vertical speeds. An indicator on the tape
points to the current vertical speed and moves up/down when the value changes.

Virtual horizon widget. Presents the roll and pitch of the ownship relative
to the actual horizon. A linear tape indicates the pitch angle in degrees. The
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tape scrolls vertically when the aircraft pitch changes. The tape can also rotate,
acting like a virtual gauge indicating the roll angle on a graduated arc. The
background is color coded (blue/brown) to facilitate the identification of pitch
angles.

In addition to the widgets, tools have been developed to support the analysis
of scenario-based simulation runs. The following functionalities are provided.

Playback of flight scenarios. Enables the execution of scenario-based simu-
lations runs. Scenarios include information necessary to feed the functional logic
of the prototype, e.g., position and velocity of ownship and traffic. This informa-
tion can be based on pre-recorded real flight data, or can be manually crafted to
capture specific situations. A front-end is provided to support interactive simula-
tions, with the usual controls start/pause/resume simulation. Logging functions
are provided to enable off-line analysis of simulation traces.

Split-view of parallel simulation runs. Provides functions for comparative
analysis of interactive simulations. Two simulation are executed in lock-step and
visualized side-to-side. Utility functions are provided to compute the difference
between simulation traces and visualize differences using graphs or textual out-
put. Comparison operators can be customized, e.g., floating point numbers can
be compared up-to a given number of decimal digits.

3 Example: detect and avoid in the cockpit

An example application of the prototyping framework is now presented based
on a Detect and Avoid (DAA) system developed by NASA [2].

The DAA system is designed to help the pilot-in-command to maintain a
well-clear status, i.e., a safe distance between the ownship and all other air-
craft within the ownship’s surveillance range. This is done by computing self-
separation bands, i.e., maneuvers the ownship should avoid to maintain a well-
clear status.

Two equivalent specifications of the DAA system functionalities have been
developed in [7] using PVS and Java. Self-separation bands are computed point-
wise in time, using traffic information at a given time instant. Traffic information
includes position and velocity vector of ownship and all aircraft in the ownship’s
surveillance range. Bands are specified as range of maneuvers using appropriate
units. The full specification can be downloaded from GitHub3.

3.1 Interactive prototype

An interactive prototype has been developed using the widgets library. The
prototype can be driven by the PVS and Java specifications presented above.
It has been implemented using a client-server architecture, where the client is
responsible for the visual appearance, and the server defines the functional logic.

3 https://github.com/nasa/wellclear
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Client. The visual appearance of the prototype is shown in Figure 1. Widget
constructors were used to create display elements and place them at specific
location on the screen. For example, the following code creates the altitude tape:
new AltitudeTape(coords), where coords is a JSON object indicating position
and size of the widget. Optional arguments can be used to further customize the
widget. For example, the units option can be used in the altitude widget to
indicate the units of the altimeter tape, e.g., meters or feet.

The interactive behavior of the prototype is obtained by implementing a read-
eval-print loop at each simulation step:
1. Traffic information is read from a flight scenario provided as input;
2. A request to compute maneuver recommendations is sent to the server;
3. The state of the display is updated at each simulation step based on traffic

information and maneuver recommendations computed by the server. The
widgets of the protype are used to display state information, so that the
visual appearance of the prototype resembles that of a real system in the
corresponding state.

A render function has been implemented that feeds the widgets at each simula-
tion step with traffic information and maneuver recommendations. For example,
the following line of code uses the Altitude Tape to render the altitude of the
ownship: setAltitude(pos.z), where pos is a position vector, and z is the
vertical component of the position vector. Similarly, the following invocation al-
lows the rendering of maneuver recommendations related to altitude changes:
setAltitudeBands(ab,{units:"meters"}), where ab is an array of altitude
bands, and units indicates that the range of maneuvers is expressed in me-
ters — the widget will convert to the appropriate display units (feet, in this
case). Thanks to the API provided by the widgets library, 100 lines of code were
sufficient for implementing the prototype shown in figure 1.

Server. The server evaluates a given specification of the system on-demand,
when the client sends evaluation requests. The implementation builds on the
architecture of PVSio-web [6], which provides a server capable of evaluating PVS
specifications through the PVSio [8] environment. The original functionalities
of the PVSio-web server have been extended to allow the execution of Java
programs. A new PVS theory was also developed for translating PVS record
and array types from the PVS syntax to JSON format.

3.2 Simulation experiments

Simulation runs are now presented together with a discussion of their utility
within a multi-disciplinary team.

Demonstration of the DAA system. Pre-recorded scenarios based on simu-
lated flight plans can be used to demonstrate the behavior of the DAA system.
This is useful for validation activities, e.g., to gain confidence that the function-
alities of the system meet the expectations of the pilots. Two scenarios were sim-
ulated. The first scenario involves a close encounter between two aircraft flying
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(a) Flight scenario with four aircraft. (b) Split view simulation.

Fig. 2: Example simulation experiments.

towards each other (see Figure 1). The second has four aircraft with intersecting
flight paths (see Figure 2a).

Analysis of different DAA configurations. The DAA system can be cus-
tomized for a range of configuration options. Some aim to capture kinematic
aspects of the ownship, e.g., turn rate, horizontal/vertical speed ranges. Others
set the granularity of maneuvers and look-ahead time. Setting up correct DAA
system parameters is necessary for generating reasonable maneuver recommen-
dations that can be readily understood and followed by the pilot. Figure 2b shows
the split-view tool used for running two simulations side-to-side and demonstrate
the differences between two configurations.

Comparison between PVS and Java specifications. Two specifications of
the DAA system were developed in [7], one intended for formal analysis (PVS
specification), the other for demonstration of the system on real hardware (Java
implementation). It is important to gain confidence that the two specifications
have the same behavior. An approach that is well understood by software en-
gineers is to run test cases, and check that the output of the two specifications
match. In [3], test cases were randomly generated to perform this check. Here,
a complementary approach is taken: test cases are based on flight scenarios,
and simulation runs are performed for given DAA system configurations. The
split-view tool was used to perform these experiments.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

A preliminary version of a novel framework for rapid prototyping of cockpit
displays has been presented in the form of a library of widgets and simulation
tools. The framework is part of a larger open-source toolkit that is under devel-
opment. In addition to the framework and capabilities mentioned in this work,
the toolkit is envisioned to include verification tools for formal analysis of cockpit
displays against common user interface requirements; software-in-the-loop and
hardware-in-the-loop simulation tools for coupling simulations with real software
and hardware modules; model-based testing tools for automatic generation of
test cases based on formal analysis results; code generation tools enabling the
production of software modules from verified formal models.
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